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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In 2011, a new organization was founded in Missouri dedicated
to the purpose of placing on the ballot a proposal to regulate
and tax marijuana like alcohol. Show-Me Cannabis is a 501(c)
non-profit created for the purpose of achieving that goal and
passing such a proposal.
Since that time, Show-Me Cannabis has accomplished several steps toward
building a foundation for a successful statewide campaign in November of
2016. The organization has sponsored town hall meetings in towns and cities
throughout the state in towns and cities providing an opportunity for citizen
activists to come forward and demonstrate their support for reform in a public
manner. Show-Me Cannabis helped to pass a half-dozen important marijuana
law reform measures in the Missouri General Assembly in 2014.
We are working to pass legislation in 2015 which would expand the availability
of CBD, establish legal access to medical marijuana and restore the ability of
Missouri farmers to cultivate hemp as an agricultural commodity.
Show-Me Cannabis has built an organization which is well positioned to place
a statewide reform initiative on the presidential election ballot in November
of 2016. Working with a coalition of like-minded groups, including the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, the American Civil Liberties
Union, and Empower Missouri, Show-Me Cannabis has established a credible
reputation as a source for reliable information on cannabis law and policy.
NORML and SMC have joined to sponsor biannual statewide conferences
which have provided an opportunity for reform advocates from across the
state to meet to share ideas and build stronger alliances.
We hope you’ll continue to support our efforts towards a safer, freer, and more
just Missouri!

Dan Viets
Chair of the Board of Directors

Maranda Reynolds
Secretary

Anthony Johnson
Board Member

Abhi Sivasailam
Board Member
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ENDORSEMENTS

“In the long struggle against the brutally oppressive regime
of prohibition, a struggle we seem to be on the verge of
winning, it will be the efforts of grassroots advocates on the
ground, like Show-Me Cannabis, that will turn out to have
made the crucial difference.”

Ira Glasser, Former Executive Director of the American Civil
Liberties Union and Board of Directors Chairman of the Drug Policy Alliance

“After visiting Missouri more than once to work with ShowMe Cannabis in moving cannabis policy reform forward, I
now understand why Missouri has been named the Show
Me State. Show-Me Cannabis is undoubtedly showing the
rest of the country how cannabis policy reform is done.
From passion to courage, their commitment is exceptional
and they are leading the way in righting wrongheaded drug
policy in our country’s heartland.”

Neill Franklin, Executive Director, Law Enforcement Against Prohibition

“Show-Me Cannabis is spearheading an impressive
statewide movement toward ending marijuana prohibition
in Missouri. They are building a strong coalition, mobilizing
the grassroots, and inspiring a much-needed public
dialogue. It’s a strong beginning to what I expect will be a
great success story.”

Mason Tvert, Communications Director, Marijuana Policy Project
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ENDORSEMENTS

“Creating a responsible law to legalize and regulate
marijuana takes a solid foundation of savvy, tenacious, and
caring activists and professionals. Show-Me Cannabis has
created that foundation in Missouri and positioned itself as
one of the strongest state efforts in the country.”

Josh Kappel, Partner, Vicente Sederberg, LLC
Co-Author of Colorado’s Amendment 64 in 2012

“I was extremely impressed with the level of knowledge that
the Show-Me Cannabis audience possessed about current
issues and pending legislation in Missouri. It is obvious
that the Show-Me Cannabis staff does an excellent job of
parlaying information and uniting the voices of Missouri to
present justice and equality for cannabis reform.”

Diane Czarkowski, Co-founder of Women Grow
& Managing Partner of CannaAdvisors

“Regional grassroots organizations like Show-Me Cannabis
are the heart and soul of the marijuana law reform movement.”

Paul Armentano, Deputy Director,
National Organization for Reform
of Marijuana Laws (NORML)
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EVENTS
Show-Me Cannabis continues to hold a variety of exciting events around the
state for the purposes of educating Missourians about the ills of prohibition,
fundraising, and rallying our supporters to action. Here’s just a small sampling
of what we’ve been up to over the past year!

Fall 2014 Missouri
Cannabis Conference
Fundraising Dinner

Fall 2013 Conference
Lobby Day Preparation
at the Missouri Capitol

MO GOP Lincoln Days 2014
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Supporters Lobby in Jefferson City

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
December 2013: SMC Executive Director Debates Narcotics Officer
December 18, 2013, 400 people filled
the Ethical Society in Saint Louis to
watch Missouri Narcotics Officers’
Association President Jason Grellner
and SMC Executive Director John
Payne face off. Local TV station Fox
2 filmed the debate, while news
anchor Mandy Murphey moderated.
Supporters of both sides filled the
room, but ultimately showed support
for SMC following the debate when contribution bowls for the respective
opponents yielded $168 to legalization and one single penny for prohibition.

February 2014: Governor Nixon Gives Nod to Changing Marijuana Laws
On Sunday, February 25, 2014, MO Governor Jay Nixon appeared on CNN with
Governors Mike Pence (IN), Rick Perry (TX), and Dan Malloy (CT) while visiting
Washington D.C. for a conference. CNN political correspondent asked them all
about marijuana legalization, to which Governor Nixon responded, “Medicinally
I think that folks are beginning to see that there are things which the medical
can get help on... and I think our legislature might consider that.” Nixon stopped
short of calling for full legalization, saying, “I think to move beyond that at this
point is a bridge too far, but that bridge has not yet been built.”

March 2014: Senator McCaskill’s Mainstreet Tour Includes Marijuana
Missouri’s Democratic Senator took a “McCaskill on Main Street Tour” to
several cities in Missouri, where Show-Me Cannabis supporters turned out to
make sure the marijuana message was heard in every place she visited. In her
native Kansas City, McCaskill was asked by SMC Director Amber Iris Langston
if McCaskill believes rape victims and war veterans who use medical marijuana
should be incarcerated next to violent criminals. Senator McCaskill responded
that she obviously does not support that, and went on to discuss legalization
on record:

“I think we got a great opportunity to see what happens in Colorado
where they have legalized it on a state basis,” she said. “I think we
should go carefully on this and ultimately I think the lead on this should
not be at the federal government, but at the state level.”
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
April 2014: Supporters Deliver 360,000 Signatures
to Governor Nixon Asking to Free Jeff Mizanskey
Family,
friends,
and
legislators
attended a press conference on the
steps of the Missouri State Capitol to
urge the governor to grant clemency
to Jeff Mizanskey, who is serving a
mandatory sentence of life without
parole for nonviolent, marijuana-only
offenses since 1993. Jeff is now 62
years old, has proven to be a hardworking, model prisoner, and will die
in prison unless Governor Nixon acts.

Several boxes containing over 360,000 Change.org petitions, along with a
separate letter hand-signed by 30 MO state legislators, were delivered by a
group of about 40 supporters to Governor Nixon’s door, asking for his help.
Since the initial push from SMC to create awareness to Mizanskey’s case,
thousands of dollars have been raised for his effort, and two billboards sit on
major highways to illuminate his case. House Bill 978 was introduced by Rep.
Shamed Dogan in 2015 which would set Jeff free if passed.

May 2014: SMC Settles Lawsuit with City of Springfield
In 2013 Show-Me Cannabis led a lawsuit against the city of Springfield after the
City Council seemingly deliberately prevented an initiative to reduce cannabis
penalties from reaching city voters. SMC supported the petition with publicity
and by paying for signatures, and SMC Board Director Maranda Reynolds
undertook the enormous task of leading the effort. The initiative was certified
to be considered by the Council in August 2012, where the Council passed
the measure, with some favorable members stating their intention was to
immediately repeal it.
When the Council then chose to repeal the measure, we believed they violated
the City Charter, along with the Missouri and US constitutions, so we sued them
in federal court. A trial was scheduled for summer of 2014, but was cancelled
when the City ended the suit with a $225,000 settlement.
Show-Me Cannabis’ efforts have been noted by many major news outlets:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
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July 2014: CBD Oil Becomes Legal for Epilepsy in Missouri
2014 saw many state legislatures hurriedly pass laws to allow for CBD oil
production for children with epilepsy, following Sanjay Gupta’s special Weed
2, which aired on CNN. The new patient’s face became a child whose life is
at daily risk from dangerous seizures. In Missouri, HB 2238 passed with only
seven “no” votes in the House and none in the Senate. Although twelve states
have legalized CBD oil in just under a year, only two - Florida & Missouri passed laws which allow for legal production and distribution of cannabis. Our
influence in Jeff City ensured that Florida was not alone.

November 2014: International Icons Join Show-Me Cannabis
on I-70 Tour to Discuss Race and the Drug War
Retired Executive Director of the American Civil Liberties Union (1978-2001) and
Board Chairman of the Drug Policy Alliance Ira Glasser joined Neill Franklin,
Executive Director of Law Enforcement Against Prohibition, in a trek across
Missouri to discuss the history and intricacy of race relations and marijuana
policy, speaking in Columbia, Kansas City, and Saint Louis.

November 2014: Show-Me Cannabis Files 2016 Initiative
On November 5, the first day eligible, Show-Me Cannabis supporters filed
ballot language with the Missouri Secretary of State to place an initiative to
legalize and regulate cannabis like alcohol on the November 2016 ballot. Our
proposal was the first language of the year to be introduced for consideration.
The Saint Louis Post-Dispatch - the newspaper with the largest circulation in
the state of Missouri - ran an editorial endorsing the initiative we submitted.

February 2015: 100 Missouri Citizens Lobby State Assembly for Cannabis
On Tuesday, February 10, 2015, nearly 100 ShowMe Cannabis supporters converged upon the
Missouri State Capitol for our lobby day. Donning
green and white stickers reading “Friends of
Cannabis Reform,” we crisscrossed the building
from the morning until the late afternoon, talking
to legislators and creating a very visible symbol
that this is an issue Missourians care about.

THE NUMBERS

85K+

Facebook
Page Likes

30

Show-Me Cannabis
Town Halls in MO

19

States with Industrial
Hemp Laws

10

11K+

Email
Subscribers

24

States + DC with
Medical Cannabis

5

States + DC with
Legalization Laws

13K+

Mobile Updates
Subscribers

12

States with
CBD Oil Laws

1,000+

Individual Show-Me
Cannabis Donors

THE NUMBERS

65K+

Volunteer signatures
gathered in 2012

$90 Million
Annual $ Spent
Enforcing Marijuana
Laws in Missouri

$5 MILLION
Needed for
Legalization
Campaign

1

2

Million

Tax Dollars Spent
Imprisoning Jeff
Mizanskey

147

News Media
Mentions 2014-2015

410K

Weekly Impressions
on Show-Me
Cannabis Billboards

$60 MILLION
CO Marijuana Tax
Revenue in 2014

18,514

Missouri Arrests in
2012 for Marijuana
Possession Only

12

Positive Cannabis
Reform Bills in MO
Legislature in 2015
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CHANGES IN CANNABIS LAWS
The past few years have seen
unprecedented change in
attitudes and politics when
it comes to the cannabis
question. Medical marijuana
has almost become a forgone
conclusion as traditionally
conservative and southern
states, such as Missouri, pass
laws allowing for the use of
CBD cannabis oils for treating
children
with
epilepsy.
Legalization has become an enormous area of interest around the country and
the globe. There is clear support toward reform of our criminal justice system
from many angles, making drug policy a strong and rarely-encountered, bipartisan issue, one that has arisen up from the ground, state by state.
In our nation’s capital of Washington D.C. criminal penalties have been removed
for marijuana. Alaska, Colorado, Oregon, and Washington now have licensing
for production, distribution, and sales of marijuana to adults 21 years of age
and older; and the Colorado cannabis
industry alone is expected to reach one
billion dollars by 2016.
At the federal level, the wheels have
begun to turn on addressing the state
conflict. Section 7606 was included in the
2014 Farm Bill, which supports moderate
pilot research programs for industrial
hemp at the state level. The IRS issued
a memorandum to tax professionals that
they will not be targeted or penalized for
filing on behalf of marijuana industries,
and Congress passed a spending bill prohibiting funding to DEA operations on
state-legal medical marijuana providers. In March 2015, Senators Cory Booker
(D-NJ), Kristin Gillibrand (D-NY) and Rand Paul (R-KY) introduced S 689, the
CARERS Act, which would reschedule cannabis, allowing for medical research
to progress, VA doctors to recommend use to veterans, allow states to regulate
their own policies, and resolve banking issues. A bipartisan companion bill has
also been introduced in the House, and both measures are gaining support.
2015 may be the year that Congress finally takes action to address the absurdity
of absolute prohibition.
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CHANGES IN CANNABIS LAWS
Commensurate with change in the United States, the world has also seen a
burgeoning of medical research and lessening of penalties. The government of
Uruguay has notably taken over the entire marijuana trade, becoming the sole
legal provider in the country and undercutting black market rates. The trend in
the United States to liberalize cannabis is forcing an international discussion
on enforcement of UN agreements, specifically the hard prohibitionist line
which has been pushed so hypocritically by the United States for so many
years. Truly, legalization here has enormous global implications.
In Missouri, Show-Me Cannabis supported many reforms in 2014, including
revisions to the Missouri Criminal Code which will eliminate the possibility of jail
for first-offense possession of small amounts; a bill allowing cannabidiol (CBD)
to be extracted from hemp cultivated in our state and provided to patients with
intractable epilepsy; a bill to restore the right of people with marijuana felony
convictions to again be eligible to receive food stamps; the elimination of the
“prior and persistent drug offender” statute under which people facing a third
felony drug offense face the possibility of life without parole; and substantial
reductions in the sentences for sales and cultivation of cannabis. Show-Me
Cannabis’ participation was crucial on many of these actions. There is little
doubt that had we not been present to represent the peoples, our CBD oil law
would have been ineffectual, lacking a provision for in-state production.
In 2015, a record number of bills have been introduced and heard in the Missouri
General Assembly which could change policy in a variety of ways. At a minimum,
a pilot research program for industrial hemp may be initiated and CBD oil could
be used for a variety of ailments or a weak medical marijuana law may go
forward. At maximum, all Missouri farmers could start growing hemp, all medical
patients could have access, or the legislature could even legalize personal adult
use. While we don’t see the maximum happening, there is good ground being
made on hemp and medical. In addition, the General Assembly may see fit to
finally release Jeff
Mizanskey from
21 years in prison
for
marijuanaonly offenses.

Free Jeff Billboard in Jefferson City
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ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION

Show-Me Cannabis is an association of organizations and individuals who
believe that cannabis prohibition is a failed policy, and regulating cannabis in a
manner similar to alcohol would better control the production, distribution and
consumption of cannabis than the current criminal market system does.
Show-Me Cannabis seeks to engage Missourians in a serious, public discussion
about the issues associated with the cannabis consumption, including medical
cannabis, industrial hemp, public safety, and financial analysis in order to
address problems associated with the current, failed policy.

2014 Finances
Show-Me Cannabis accomplished a great deal in 2014 financially. Bi-annual
conferences, trivia nights events, “Women of Cannabis” mixers, happy hours,
comedy nights, local town hall meetings, and event tabling have all played a
role in keeping our presence on the ground visible and funded.
We have also been successful in developing a wide and sustainable donor
base of small and medium-sized regular donors, whose investment as foot
soldiers reaches beyond their monetary contributions, reaching out to friends
and contacting officials.
Show-Me Cannabis has been made possible by substantial contributions from
a few key, large individual Missouri donors ensuring our ability to work with a
full-time lobbyist, participate in key research and litigation, and maintain our
day-to-day work operations.
In addition to the support of generous individual donors, several organizations
have stepped up to offer assistance through donations and services. We owe
thanks to the American Victory Coalition, National Cannabis Coalition, the
National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, and the Drug Policy
Alliance for their contributions to our continued ability to work.
We also would like to thank the Missouri ACLU, the Missouri Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers, and the Editorial Board of the Saint Louis PostDispatch for all formally endorsing ending the policy of marijuana prohibition.
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ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION
Incoming
Monthly Recurring
Contributions (Online) $27,372
One-Time Individual
Contributions (Online) $11,622
One-Time Individual
Contributions (Other) $120,518
Organizational
Donations $51,000
Fundraisers &
Merchandise $17,882
Lawsuit Settlement with
City of Springfield $225,000

Outgoing

Communications $54,828
Legal Fees &
Research $255,920
Staffing &
Administration $75,466
Lobbying $40,989
Development $26,191

@showmecannabis

/showmecanregulate
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Show-MeCannabis.com

|

Text ‘smc’ to 420420 now for mobile updates!

